Promotion and Tenure Guidelines

Introduction
The following provides advice and strategies to help faculty with promotion and tenure. This should be viewed as a living document, to be updated annually as expectations for tenure and promotions will change over time. The faculty of the School of Environmental and Forest Sciences (SEFS) work across diverse disciplines with different scholarly norms that recognize varying standards of distinction. Therefore, no single set of metrics is adequate to assess a faculty for promotion. Rather, the standards of performance for the purposes of promotion and tenure in SEFS need to be flexible, permitting all faculty members to meet the norms for achievement in their own discipline while also demonstrating excellence in scholarship and professional distinction and a commitment to meeting the educational, research, and service goals of our school. To this end, it is critical that junior faculty develop pre-tenure plans (see below) that prepare them to be assessed in terms of their own disciplinary standards for excellence.

Promotion to Associate Professor
Promotion to Associate Professor is normally coupled with the award of tenure. Faculty can choose to go up for promotion at any time but will be mandatorily reviewed in their 6th year for the work they fulfilled up to their 5th year at the University. The domains that are evaluated for promotion and tenure are research, teaching, and service. Within each domain there will be several metrics that are indicators of success. These metrics will measure the quality, productivity, and impact of the faculty’s research, teaching, and service. In developing their pre-tenure plans, faculty should map their intended contributions in each domain and be cognizant that they will be evaluated in terms of quality, productivity, and impact. The following are some performance guidelines in each domain. It is critical that junior faculty, working with their mentor(s), determine the performance norms in their field and then strive to meet or exceed those norms when their application for promotion comes up for review. Furthermore, the UW faculty code expresses commitments to both excellence and equity in each of the scholarly domains. Accordingly, and irrespective of disciplinary performance norms, candidates should highlight contributions in each of the three domains that promote diversity, equity, and inclusion. These contributions will be credited like any other efforts and achievements.
Research
Candidates for Associate Professor should show evidence of emerging national recognition of their research. It is expected that the faculty will have established themselves as a credible research scholar with a national profile through the following:

- The development of a coherent and sustained research trajectory. External reviewers and UW internal faculty committees will be looking for a research program with clearly defined themes and a positive trajectory in research productivity and impact.
- Publication in peer-reviewed journals relevant to the candidate’s areas of expertise. Peer-reviewed books, edited or co-edited volumes, and chapters in peer-reviewed books may also be considered scholarly publications if that is the norm for your discipline.
  - The number of publications is an important consideration but SEFS has no definitive publication target. Publications on which the candidate or their advisee is the lead/senior author will strengthen the promotion case. As noted above, exhibiting an increase in scholarly output as your career progresses will strengthen your promotion portfolio. The Web of Science H-index is also commonly used to assess faculty publication records, but neither SEFS nor the College has recommended guidelines for an acceptable H-index. These benchmarks may vary considerably depending on one’s field. It is critical that the candidate, working with their mentor(s) and examining the record of aspirational peers, understand the norms and expectations for their discipline and incorporate them into their pre-tenure plan. Some scholarly publications may have very broad impacts, as indicated by being highly cited or by internal and external peer evaluations and reviews. Both the quantity and quality of the research publications will be evaluated in the promotion process, with recognition of the potential tradeoff between these two measures. Time required to set up a fully functioning laboratory or research group will be taken into account as this timing varies by discipline.
  - Contributions to the professional literature and presentations that promote, or highlight barriers to, equity and access within the scholarly community are publications that should be highlighted as DEI achievements.
- Awards, recognition (e.g., interviews, press releases)
- Evidence of broader (public) impacts of the research program
- Collaborations with visiting scholars.
• Submission of grant applications for external funding to establish and pursue a research program. Junior faculty should actively seek funding for their research program. Outside funding may be challenging to obtain; therefore, it is critical that the faculty demonstrate a consistent track record of proposal submissions. Note, however, that having success in funding at least one nationally competitive proposal will significantly strengthen the case for promotion. Pursuit of grants that would facilitate equity and access within the scholarly community should be highlighted as DEI achievements.

Teaching and mentoring
It is expected that faculty seeking promotion to Associate Professor be competent instructors and effective student mentors. The following items provide evidence for success in teaching and mentoring:
• A teaching statement that presents a clear philosophy and approach and highlights how DEI issues are addressed.
• Respectable scores on teaching evaluations.
  o An average evaluation of above 3 (out of 5) is generally considered acceptable, with greater than 4 being very good.
• When teaching evaluation scores are deficient, an increasing trend, explanation of steps taken to improve scores, or mitigating circumstances (e.g., new course development)
• Effort to improve instructional competence, for example by taking advantage of institutional resources and workshops.
• Incorporation of approaches that promote DEI (e.g., explicit inclusion of DEI statements in syllabi, showcasing literature from women and BIPOC scholars in lectures and discussions, inviting a diverse array of guest speakers from outside academia, subtitling lectures) and, as appropriate, addressing DEI in course content (subject matter covered; e.g., incorporating indigenous knowledge and ways of knowing, indigenous history, environmental justice).
• If applicable, evidence of student advising and supervision of independent studies and internships.
• A strong evaluation of teaching by peer faculty members.
• Effective mentoring of postdoctoral researchers.
• Successful mentoring of MS and PhD students through completion of their degrees.
  o Candidates should describe their graduate student recruitment and mentoring strategies in the teaching statement.
  o Whereas SEFS has no definitive graduation targets, it is generally expected that faculty will have graduated at least one graduate student before their
mandatory promotion year and that have at least one PhD student working toward completion of their degree.

- Efforts to recruit, retain, and promote the careers of graduate students from underrepresented groups and to implement best practices for running an equitable and inclusive lab environment should be highlighted as DEI achievements.

Collectively, these items provide a holistic measure of a candidate’s effectiveness as a teacher in the classroom and as a mentor of undergraduate and graduate students’ work. Notably, they also allow candidates whose record reflects difficulty in teaching to document steps taken to correct these deficiencies and to provide evidence that significant improvement has occurred.

**Service**

Junior faculty are not encouraged to devote substantial time and energy to academic service activities but are expected to provide limited service on school committees, and, if asked to serve, limited service on campus committees or governing bodies. Junior faculty are encouraged to engage in professional service (e.g., peer review of scientific papers and grant proposals) that will facilitate building a professional network and help to identify external faculty who may be good candidates for reviewing promotion packages. For both university and broader professional service, activities that promote equity and access within the academy and broaden the reach and benefits provided by the academic enterprise to underrepresented communities should be highlighted as DEI achievements.

**Promotion to Professor**

Candidates for promotion to Professor should have achieved national and international prominence as scholars. The criteria for promotion consider the realms of research, teaching and mentoring, and service and are similar to those for promotion to Associate Professor, but the faculty record needs to demonstrate substantial achievement in each of these areas and collectively make a good case for mature scholarship. Similarly, candidates should highlight contributions in each of the three domains that promote diversity, equity, and inclusion, and these contributions should expand on those achieved prior to the award of tenure.

**Research**

Faculty who qualify for promotion to Professor must have an established research program with national and international impact. The research requirements for promotion for Professor are similar to those for promotion to Associate Professor, but the expectation is that the faculty will have a well-established research program. It is critical that the candidate - working with their mentor and the director, and examining
the record of aspirational peers - understands the norms and expectations for their discipline for promotion to Professor. The following are guidelines for faculty seeking promotion to Professor:

- A publication rate that demonstrates good research productivity. As above, candidates should highlight contributions to the professional literature and presentations that promote, or highlight barriers to, equity and access within the scholarly community as DEI achievements.
- An H-index and citation rate that demonstrates the impact and quality of their publications.
- Evidence of broader (public) impacts of the research program
- Adequate external funding to support their research program while an Associate Professor. Faculty seeking promotion should demonstrate continued effort to submit proposals to maintain adequate funding. Success in being awarded competitive funding significantly strengthens the case for promotion.
- Evidence of national and international recognition for research in the form of reviews, citations, awards, external letters of assessment, invited talks/lectures, invitations to serve as high-level grant reviewers or panel members (e.g., from NSF, USDA, NIH, NASA), service on international scientific organizations (e.g., IUCN), and other distinctions can help demonstrate the candidate’s level of recognition.

Instruction and Mentoring
Candidates for the rank of Professor should be able to demonstrate that they are effective classroom teachers as well as successful graduate student mentors. Evidence of success in teaching and service includes:

- A teaching statement that demonstrates a clear philosophy and approach.
- Respectable scores on teaching evaluations.
  - An average evaluation of above 3 (out of 5) is generally considered acceptable, with greater than 4 being very good
- When teaching scores are deficient, explanation of mitigating circumstances (e.g., new course development, change of approach for an established course) and steps taken to improve performance.
- Effort to improve instructional competence (e.g., via workshops)
- Sustained (if high already) or expanded incorporation of approaches that promote DEI and address DEI issues in course content
- If applicable, evidence of student advising and supervision of independent studies and internships, as well as evidence of publication by supervised undergraduates.
- Positive evaluation of teaching by peer faculty members.
• Successful mentoring of MS and PhD students through completion of their degrees. Faculty seeking promotion to Professor are expected to have graduated both MS and PhD students, should have a cohort of students at various stages toward their degrees, should be able to articulate clear and effective graduate student recruitment and mentoring strategies, and should be able to show evidence of peer-reviewed publication by their graduate students.

• Efforts to recruit, retain, and promote the careers of graduate students from underrepresented groups.

**Service**

Successful candidates for promotion to Professor will demonstrate active participation in the life of the School, the College, and the University by service on student, school, and/or college committees. They will show a record in school activities that goes beyond participation by documentation of their activities to improve life of the School, College, or University. Candidates for promotion to Professor are also advised to have maintained a strong professional service record, including service to journals in an editorial capacity, and should take leadership roles in professional organizations. As with those seeking promotion to Associate Professor, candidates should highlight activities that promote equity and access within the academy and broaden the reach and benefits provided by the academic enterprise to underrepresented communities as DEI achievements.

Service can play a larger role in the scholarship portfolio of faculty seeking promotion to the rank of Professor, provided the service can be demonstrated to have a scholarly component. Applying the results of one’s research in the field or co-producing it with stakeholders, the community, or with industry are examples of scholarly service activities. Similarly, faculty engaging in K-12 education can be a scholarly service contribution provided the engagement is substantial. Some effort should be made to document the impact of this work, e.g., through testimonials, data on numbers of constituents reached and how, press accounts, awards or other recognitions. Faculty seeking promotion need to be careful, however, that service does not compromise their research and teaching productivity and quality.

**Mentoring Candidates toward Promotion and Tenure**

All tenure-track professors should have at least one, and preferably more than one, mentor. Working with the SEFS Director, junior faculty should identify and enlist faculty colleagues who can serve as a mentor. The purpose of the mentor is to give the candidate advice in the areas of research, teaching and graduate student mentoring, and service that is germane to achieving promotion and tenure according to school and University guidelines. It is important that the mentor be in the same
field as the junior faculty such that they can advise on the general requirements for promotion in their discipline and outline what elements should be in a successful promotion package. The mentoring ecosystem can also play a valuable role in highlighting how candidates might engage in DEI activities and highlight them as achievements in their advancement packets.

Early in their first year, the tenure-track candidate should work with a mentor and the Director to develop a pre-tenure plan for achieving tenure according to their anticipated tenure review schedule. This schedule will take into account the procedures outlined by the College of the Environment and the guidelines discussed above. The plan, which is aspirational and thereby developed entirely for the benefit of the candidate, should provide both a sense of the level and forms of expected productivity, and the ways in which excellence (impact and quality) in performance will be assessed. The plan is to be understood as a “living document” in that it can be revised and reconsidered as necessary as the faculty member’s program of scholarship develops. Faculty should meet with their mentor(s) regularly, no less than once a year, to update the pre-tenure plan and to assess progress against the plan. It is up to the junior faculty to make full use of their mentor(s) in developing their career portfolio. Note that faculty should also discuss the plan with the Director during annual work planning meetings.

Some Advice for Candidates Applying for Promotion and/or Tenure

Understand the criteria for P&T

- Review the College of Environment and University of Washington procedures, policies and requirements for promotion and tenure. Also recognize that the P&T guidelines and processes at the School, College, and the Provost Office may not perfectly align. For example, the College review may focus on the achievements since the last promotion but the Provost Office requires a full CVC for promotion to Full Professor.
- Obtain promotion packages and CVs of recently promoted faculty in SEFS and of those who work in areas or modes of enquiry similar to your own as a means of identifying benchmarks.
- If you have a joint appointment, make sure a memorandum of understanding is crafted and signed at the beginning of your appointment. You may seek advice from colleagues who are or have been in a similar position. The MOU should clearly delineate the unit specific expectations, division of responsibilities, and procedures in the following areas: teaching duties, research, service, merit reviews, promotions and tenure, professional lease, research cost return, lab and office space, and the start-up package.
Established a strong record of achievement

Promotion requires that you demonstrate that you are doing high quality work in comparison to your peers, as judged by more senior professionals in your field. Combined, these elements demonstrate that you are making an impact. It is important that you show you are contributing to your field in important ways that are clearly visible and that you have established yourself as an effective instructor and mentor.

The following are some suggestions to help you have a successful career in SEFS.

- Publish in outlets where your work influences others and becomes known to the field.
  - One way of strategizing article placement is to investigate the rankings of journals in your field. Most journals publish their impact factors but there may be other criteria in your field of study (e.g., the flagship journal of a particular society or professional field).
- Consider the types of conferences typical for your field as well as the visibility and networking potential of these conferences.
- Consider the more prestigious funding agencies/foundations in your field. Are certain grants expected in your discipline? What funding level is expected?
- Consider scholarly awards for which you can apply or ask colleagues to nominate you for them. Many associations and their sub-sections have such awards.
- Consider applying for career development awards, such as NSF CAREER awards.
- Think carefully about the community of scholars to which you see your scholarship contributing as a means to determine how to accomplish the above steps. This community will also be a natural place to look for letter writers for your tenure application. Get help from your mentor(s) in identifying these individuals.

Protect the time devoted to your scholarship/creative activities

- Learn to say no and not feel guilty about it.
- See advice/support from the Director and senior faculty for protecting your time, using time wisely, and learning what activities you should pursue and those you should avoid at this point in your career.
- Make unbreakable appointments with yourself to write, research, do field work, etc.

Network

- Networking outside the university is especially important when you come up for tenure as you will be asked to suggest senior scholars in your field to act as referees of your scholarship. These should be people with whom you do not have any close relationship. But it is advantageous if they are at least aware of
you and your work. Networking helps them to know you, but also helps you know better who might be the most effective evaluators of your work.

- Attend conferences, get to know senior scholars. Participate in professional organizations but think carefully about how to do this most productively. For example, by organizing conference panels you can both expand your CV and invite select people whom you’d like to meet.
- Officer to give seminars on your colleague’s campuses; return the favor.

Networking within the university helps you develop relationships with faculty in other schools and units who can act as sounding boards, and sources of advice (work/life balance, dealing with administration, etc.). Your mentors should be able to help with intro-university networking ideas.

**Develop a plan for ongoing improvement in and documentation of your instructional effectiveness, including DEI achievements**

- The Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) on the UW campus has tools and workshops that can help you develop your teaching effectiveness. Consider attending CTL teaching workshops.
- You can ask senior colleagues for tips and consider co-teaching courses with those who have outstanding instructional records. Co-teaching can then serve as peer evaluation of your teaching.
- Recognize that time spent developing instructional content may not be as influential on standard measures of teaching effectiveness, as pedagogically valuable, or as interesting as spending time in developing instructional strategies. For example, concentrate energy on meeting learning goals in every lecture and course, rather than on being bound to cover specific materials.
- Take advantage of teaching resources provided by the PMT committee (e.g., “Coloring Science’ slides for incorporating examples of BIPOC scholars into your course lecturers and discussions, reading on making field courses more broadly accessible; see Google folder) and ideas from the DEI Committee (the DEI plan).

**Make use of all university policies and resources (e.g., the faculty code) available to you that will help you succeed**

- Ask if you need resources, time, or help. The Director and your senior colleagues want to help you succeed. Make sure you communicate with your Director if you have any issues – at work or otherwise – that are affecting your progress toward promotion. Ask your mentor or senior colleagues for support to make sure policies are applied to your full advantage.

**Keep track of it all**

- Keep anything and everything that provides documentary evidence of your effectiveness in any area of your work (research, service, teaching) – even notes
from students or external collaborators, or requests for reprints from colleagues. This portfolio is sometimes known as a ‘tenure diary’ and can include copies of your contract and records of conversations with the Director, the OMT committee, and your mentors regarding promotion and tenure expectations.

Makes your DEI achievements clear to those who may be evaluating your packet

- To ensure that they are not overlooked, it may be advisable to showcase DEI achievements under special subheadings within research, teaching, and service sections, or under a broader DEI heading that encompasses achievements in all three domains. Either way, we recommend that you come up with a plan for how you will address DEI in each of the three domains.

COVID-19 Guidance

Per the latest guidance provided by UW, see UW Office of Academic Personnel Promotion/Tenure Clock Extensions Due to COVID-19 Faculty.

“As a result of the extraordinary circumstances associated with COVID-19, the University of Washington is offering automatic extension of the promotion and/or tenure clock for up to 2 years for eligible faculty** who request the waiver of the 2019-20, 2020-21, and/or 2021-22 academic years.”

**All assistant professors with a mandatory promotion clock (tenure track, WOT by reason of funding, research, clinical dental-pathway) are eligible to request up to two waivers from the 2019-20, 2020-21, and/or 2021-22 academic years; however, the request(s) must be made prior to the mandatory promotion year.

Candidates also have the option to provide additional context regarding impacts of the pandemic on their program.
PMT General Timeline

2 Yr Assistant Professor Due Dates
(Decision is complete by the end of the spring quarter in the second year)

SEFS Materials & Due Dates for Review: (No specific dates given due to the change every year – at the beginning of each year, specific dates will be given)

**January (1st Week):** Notify 2 Yr Assistant Professor(s) of Review

**Documents Requested of Assistant Professor(s):**
1- CV
2- Bibliography
3- Personal Statement and Significant Contributions
4- Evidence of Teaching Effectiveness
5- Student Course Evaluations (*Minimum of 1 course/academic year in any year of teaching. Include both quantitative course ratings and qualitative comments from summary reports*)
6- Peer Teaching Evaluations (*Required for each academic year engaged in teaching*)

**March (2nd Week):** Review Package is due to the Director’s Office for distribution to the PMT Committee.

**April (2nd Week):** PMT Report is due to the Director’s Office

**April (3rd Week):** Assistant Professor has the time to review PMT report and respond before the faculty vote. (Not required)

**May (1st Week):** At the first Faculty Meeting in May the Faculty will vote on the professor under review

**May (2nd Week):** All information is due the Dean:
1- Assistant Professor Review Package
2- PMT Committee’s Report
3- Assistant Professor Response (Not Required)
4- Letter from Director with Faculty Vote

Approved by SEFS Faculty Vote, May 2021
June (2nd Week): Assistant Professor informed in writing of reappointment decision (9 month)
June (4th Week): Assistant Professor informed in writing of reappointment decision (12 month)

Mandatory & Non Mandatory Promotion Material Due Dates

The following is a link to the Promotion and/or Tenure Recommendation Checklist: Click Here

February (Mid-month): Candidates notify to the Director’s Office of All Mandatory/Non-Mandatory Promotions going up for the next academic year. Director’s office runs a report on all related joint or adjunct appointments.

Spring Qtr: Director’s office provides report to the College as to who is seeking promotion.

April 1st: Candidates provide draft PMT Package to the PMT Committee for review and comment.

April 1st: Candidates provide to the Director 4 – 6 names (names, emails & physical address) for possible arms-length External Referees. Director will select some of these and identify others.

April 2nd: Director will email possible referees to gage their willingness to perform the review for mandatory cases. If necessary Director will solicit other names.

April (3rd Week): The PMT Committee will return the package to the candidate. The candidate has until May 15th to make any necessary changes.

May (Mid-month): Candidate submits PMT Package to Director.

June 1st: Director sends PMT Package and Letter of Instruction to Referees. Response is due by September 5th
July 1st: Director follow-up to those referees that have yet to respond

September 5th: Responses from referees are due

NOVEMBER 1 DUE DATE for MANDATORY CASES
(Each Year Contact Director’s Office for Specific Dates)

September PMT Meeting (After 9/15): PMT committee deliberates on mandatory and non-mandatory cases.

September (End of month): PMT Committee delivers recommendation letter for mandatory promotions. Promotee will have seven (7) days to review and respond. Promotee must respond either way. “Even if to state, “I have reviewed and agree. Notify Joint & Adjunct Departments

(October 16th Deadline for letter from other department’s Chair/Director)

October (1st Week): Mandatory Promotee Reply DUE

October (1st Week): Mandatory Promotee Materials sent for Faculty Review

October (2nd Week): Mandatory Promotee Faculty Vote

October (7 Days after Vote): Vote Results DUE to Promotee seven (7) days to reply.

October (Last Week): Director Reviews Mandatory Promotion Packages

November 1st: Director’s office forwards letter and final updated promotion package for mandatory cases to the Dean’s office.
NOVEMBER 15 DUE DATE for NON-MANDATORY CASES

(Each Year Contact Director’s Office for Specific Dates)

September PMT Meeting (After 9/15): PMT committee deliberates on mandatory and non-mandatory cases.

October (1st Week): PMT Committee delivers recommendation letter for non-mandatory promotions. Promotee will have seven (7) days to review and respond. Promotee must respond either way.” Even if to state, “I have reviewed and agree. Notify Joint & Adjunct Departments (October 16th Deadline for letter from other department’s Chair/Director)

October (2nd Week): Non-Mandatory Promotee Reply DUE

October (2nd Week): Non-Mandatory Promotee Materials sent for Faculty Review

October (Mid-Month): Non-Mandatory Promotee Faculty Vote

October (7 Days After Voter): Vote Results DUE to Promotee seven (7) days to reply.

October (Last Week): Director Reviews Non-Mandatory Promotion Packages

November 15th: Director’s office forwards letter and final updated promotion package for non-mandatory cases to the Dean’s office.
## Determining a Faculty Member's 2nd and 6th Years

1. **Locate the Date Range Which Includes the Individual's Hire Date:** Using the appropriate column ("9-Month Faculty" for Tenure-Track Positions, "12-Month Faculty" for Research Positions), locate the hiring range that includes the hire date of the faculty member in question. Note that the dates in the "hired between..." dates are inclusive.

2. **Read Across to Determine Year 2 and Year 6:** The numbers in the columns numbered 1-6 indicate the year count for the hiring range in step 1. Academic Years are listed under each column.

3. **Example:** An Assistant Professor (9-month faculty member) hired on January 1, 2003 falls into the date range row F on the chart below. Reading along this row, we find that the 04-05 Academic Year will be year 2 for this individual (their likely reappointment year), and 08-09 will be year 6 (their likely year for mandatory promotion). Note that a Research Assistant professor (12-month faculty member) hired on January 1, 2003, will actually fall into the date range next to the letter E, and his/her 2nd and 6th years will be 03-04, and 07-08, respectively.

4. **Exceptions:** Note that the 6th year of service may not necessarily be the mandatory promotion year for an individual faculty member. Periods of leave, special requests for extension of the tenure clock, or delays in the reappointment processes may alter which year is considered mandatory for your faculty member. Consult your personnel files or contact Academic Human Resources if you have concerns regarding an individual's mandatory promotion year.

### 9-Month Faculty*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIRED BETWEEN...</th>
<th>AND...</th>
<th>HIRED BETWEEN...</th>
<th>AND...</th>
<th>YEAR COUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 12/17/1997</td>
<td>12/16/1998</td>
<td>1/2/1998</td>
<td>1/1/1999</td>
<td>98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 12/17/1998</td>
<td>12/16/1999</td>
<td>1/2/1999</td>
<td>1/1/2000</td>
<td>99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 12/17/1999</td>
<td>12/16/2000</td>
<td>1/2/2000</td>
<td>1/1/2001</td>
<td>00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 12/17/2000</td>
<td>12/16/2001</td>
<td>1/2/2001</td>
<td>1/1/2002</td>
<td>01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E 12/17/2001</td>
<td>12/16/2002</td>
<td>1/2/2002</td>
<td>1/1/2003</td>
<td>02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 12/17/2002</td>
<td>12/16/2003</td>
<td>1/2/2003</td>
<td>1/1/2004</td>
<td>03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G 12/17/2003</td>
<td>12/16/2004</td>
<td>1/2/2004</td>
<td>1/1/2005</td>
<td>04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 12/17/2004</td>
<td>12/16/2005</td>
<td>1/2/2005</td>
<td>1/1/2006</td>
<td>05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Dates are inclusive

Approved by SEFS Faculty Vote, May 2021